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The discrimination of live/dead cells as well as the detection
of apoptosis is a frequent need in many areas of experi-
mental biology. Cell proliferation is linked to apoptosis and
controlled by several genes. During the cell life, specific
events can stimulate proliferation while others may trigger
the apoptotic pathway. Very few methods (i.e. TUNEL) are
now available for studies aimed at correlation between
apoptosis and proliferation. Therefore, there is interest in
developing new methodological approaches that are able to
correlate apoptosis to the cell cycle phases. Recently new
approaches have been proposed to detect and enumerate
apoptotic cells by flow cytometry. Among these, the most
established and applied are those based on the cell mem-
brane modifications induced in the early phases of the
apoptotic process. The dye pair Hoechst 33342 (HO) and
Propidium Iodide (PI), thanks to their peculiar characteristics
to be respectively permeable and impermeable to the intact
cell membrane, seems to be very useful. Unfortunately the
spectral interaction of these dyes generates a consistent
“energy transfer” from HO to PI. The co-presence of the dyes
in a nucleus results in a modification in the intensity of both
the emitted fluorescences. In order to designate the dam-
aged cells (red fluorescence) to the specific cell cycle phas-
es (blue fluorescence), we have tested different staining pro-
tocols aimed to minimize the interference of these dyes as
much as possible. In cell culture models, we are able to
detect serum-starved apoptotic cells as well as to designate
their exact location in the cell cycle phases using a very low
PI concentration. Using a Partec PAS flow cytometer
equipped with HBO lamp and argon ion laser, a double
UV/blue excitation has been performed. This analytical
approach is able to discriminate live blue cells from the
damaged (blue-red) ones even at 0.05 µg/mL PI. The same
instrumental setting allows performing other multi-colour
analyses including AnnexinV-FITC as well as the possibility to
make a correlated analysis to phenotype markers.
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A
poptosis can be studied taking into account
many morphological and functional criteria
including chromatin condensation and mar-

gination, cell shrinkage, formation of apoptotic bod-
ies, etc. (Darzynkiewicz et al., 1992; van Engelans et
al., 1998; Willingham, 1999; Necchi, 2000; Soldani
et al. 2001; Bonanno et al., 2002; Kiechle et al.,
2002). Fluorescence microscopy is playing an impor-
tant role in these studies because many utilized
probes are fluorochromes and others are on purpose
labelled with fluorophores. In addition, morphologi-
cal details guaranteed by phase contrast combined
with fluorescence microscopy contributed to the
unbeatable power of microscopy supporting and/or
confirming data obtained by other techniques (bio-
chemistry, molecular biology, flow cytometry etc.)
(Uva et al., 2002; Chionna et al., 2003; Smetana et
al., 2003). Flow cytometry, in particular, is playing
an important role in these studies since large cell
sample can be analysed in a short time with minimal
cell manipulation and the possibility to study simul-
taneously multiple parameters (Pollice et al., 1992;
Schmid et al., 1992; Douglas et al., 1998; Schmid et
al., 1999; Casasco et al., 2001; Donahue et al.,
2001).

Among different methods those based on the cell
membrane permeability to fluorescent probes, are the
most established and routinely used in many applica-
tions. The membrane status can be monitored either
directly using specific probe like AnnexinV (van
Engelans et al., 1998; Clarke et al., 2000) or indi-
rectly via DNA binding fluorochromes (Telford et al.,
1992; Frey, 1995; Zamai et al., 1996; Willingham,
1999). Permeability depends on the physico-chemi-
cal characteristics of the fluorochrome molecule and
the function of the cell membrane.The so-called vital
DNA dyes (e.g. Hoechst 33348 and 33342) can
enter the intact membrane of viable cells while, for
example, relatively large molecules of phenantridinic
dyes (propidium iodide and ethidium bromide) can
only penetrate seriously damaged membrane or
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dead-necrotic cells. HO 33342 (HO) is definitely the
most popular fluorochrome employed and remains
as a landmark of nuclear staining used in fluores-
cence microscopy and flow cytometry (Loken, 1980;
Crissman et al., 1990; Belloc et al., 1994; Boltz et
al., 1994; Maciorowski et al., 1998; Boutonnat et
al., 2000).

Several schools have contributed with data on the
understanding the DNA staining behaviour of this
fluorescent dye (Stöhr et al., 1980; Erba et al.,
1988; Ellwart et al., 1990;Telford et al., 1992). In
fixed cells HO is accessible to the chromatin and
under condition of dye saturation, bound HO fluores-
cence is stoichiometrically related to the DNA con-
tent. In unfixed cell population the fluorescence of
HO in the nuclei is mainly the function of two oppo-
site events: the passive entrance of HO in the cell
(modulated by the membrane physiology and perme-
ability status) and its active exit modulated by a spe-
cific pumping system, powered by the cell metabo-
lism.

Propidium iodide (PI) is also a very well estab-
lished nuclear probe largely utilized in conventional
(Mazzini et al., 1980) as well as in flow cytometry
for DNA quantification (Crissman et al., 1973; Myc
et al., 1992). Due to its physico-chemical character-
istics it cannot enter the intact membrane of live
cells. Therefore it is a valid candidate to be coupled
with HO in a dual staining procedure suitable for
studies of live-dead cell turnover. Several papers
have been published on this dye couple and on their
ability to identify dead/necrotic cells among a live
population under different experimental conditions
(Belloc et al., 1994; Boutonnat et al. 2000).We also
exploited the differential staining capability of HO in
single staining as well as in combination with PI. In
the framework of detailed cytokinetic studies of the
effects induced on cell cultures by radiation treat-
ments we focused on the possibility to identify dam-
aged cells (apoptotic-necrotic) as well as their loca-
tion on the corresponding cell cycle phase. This can
actually be done by means of the TUNEL method
aimed to label the DNA strand breaks. After fixa-
tion, cells have been stained by PI and the dual
parameter green-red flow cytometry allowed the
positioning of green labelled (damaged) cells along
the cell cycle phases detailed by PI.

The disadvantages of the above approach (time
consuming and expensive reagents) have pushed
towards development of alternative simpler meth-
ods. In this paper, we describe a new methodological

approach based on the simultaneous application of
three widely applied fluorescent probes for studies
on viable cells discrimination. The DNA histogram
distribution is obtained by means of HO staining in
stoichiometric condition while the assessment of the
severity of membrane damage is assigned to PI com-
bined with AnnexinV-FITC. We apply the power of
dual excitation flow cytometry in order to excite
each fluorochrome with the optimal spectral band.
This particular instrumental setting guarantees min-
imal spectral interactions between HO and PI.
Keeping the concentration of the latter probe very
low, we could limit the energy transfer from HO to
PI. This resulted in nearly undistorted DNA profile
generated by the HO fluorescence.

Materials and Methods
CEM cell line was grown in suspension in RPMI-

1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL
streptomycin. DHD K12 TRb (DHD) cell line, was
grown as monolayer in HAM’S F10 and DMEM
supplemented with 10% FCS, 1 mM glutammine
and 40 µg/mL gentamicine.The monolayer was har-
vested using a solution containing 0.05% trypsin
and 0.5 mM EDTA.

Both cell lines were maintained at 37°C in a
humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2.The cells were
Mycoplasma-free throughout the study.

We have induced cell death by withdrawing serum
from the culture medium when 60-70% confluence
was reached. We preliminary checked, on both cul-
tures, the FCS-free time needed for induction of
apoptosis.

Reagents
A stock solution of HO (Sigma B 2261) had been

prepared at a concentration of 1 mg/mL and main-
tained at 4°C in the dark. At the time of experiments
two different staining solutions have been prepared
for non saturating conditions as well as for saturat-
ing staining. The first one had been performed with
HO 1 µg/mL diluted directly in the culture medium
or in phosphate buffer saline (PBS). For saturating
staining a concentration of HO equivalent to 5
µg/mL have been prepared adding the stock solution
directly into the culture medium.

A stock solution of PI (Sigma P 4170) in distilled
water had been prepared at a concentration of 0.5
mg/mL and stored at 4°C in the dark. According to
different staining protocols the final concentration
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utilized ranged from 5 µg/mL down to 0.05 µg/mL.
Annexin V labelled with fluoresceine isothiocianate

(AnnexFITC) (Euro Clone EIK100F) had been used
at a concentration of 1.5 µg/106 cells. Counter-stain-
ing with PI had been performed using a concentra-
tion of 1 µg/mL.

Instrumentation
Fluorescence microscopy

Samples have been observed by means of an
Olympus BX51 microscope with standard fluores-
cence equipment: 1) ultraviolet excitation: BP 330-
385 nm, DM 400 and barrier filter BA 420; 2) blue
excitation: BP 450-480, DM 500 and barrier filter
BA 515. Objectives UVPlanFl 20X (0.50),
UVPlanFl 40X (0.75) and Plan 40X (0.65) Ph
have been routinely used. The UPC-D condenser
allowed the bright as well as the phase contrast field
settings. Fluorescence microphotographs were taken
using an Olympus C35AD4 camera equipped with
Kodak Elite Chrome 100 slide film.

Flow cytometry
A flow cytometer Partec PAS equipped with two

excitation sources: 1) argon ion laser 20 mW output
power at 488 nm and 2) HBO 100W mercury arc
lamp. UV excitation (BP 350-390 nm, DM 400, LP
420) as well as sequential dual correlated excitation
(UV and 488 nm blue line) were employed. Data
handling was performed by FlowMax software from
the same Company.

Methods
CEM cells grown in suspension are stained direct-

ly in their growth medium. DHD adherent cells har-
vested, washed and re-suspended in their growth
medium were mixed with the corresponding cells
recovered from the surnatant. All cell suspensions
are prepared taking into account a cell concentra-
tion of approximately 1x106 cell/mL medium. At the
end of staining all samples have been observed by
fluorescence microscope and analyzed by flow
cytometry directly in the staining solution without
any preliminary washing.

HO staining, non saturating mode
Two milliliters of cell suspension are placed in a 5

mL plastic tube and HO stock solution is added to
have a final concentration of 1 µg/mL. Tubes are
kept at room temperature (20°C) for 30 min.

Samples are split in two aliquots: the first one (few
µl) is deposed on a glass slide for fluorescence
microscopy while the rest is used for flow cytometry.

HO staining, saturating mode
Cell suspensions (1.5 mL) are placed in a 2 mL

polypropilene conical plastic tube and HO is added
in order to have a final concentration of 5 µg/mL.
The tube is placed in a temperature-controlled plate
(Multi-Block Heater LAB-LINE Instruments, IL,
USA) at 40°C for 5 min and then on cold ice bath
(0°C) for further 5 min. After staining an aliquot of
cell suspension is placed on a glass slide for micro-
scopic observation while the rest is used for flow
cytometry.

Double staining with HO-PI
After staining with HO (both non- and saturating-

conditions) samples are counter-stained with PI by
just adding a proper quantity of PI stock solution
directly in the cell suspension previously stained with
HO (without any washing procedure). Two different
PI concentration have been tested respectively
named normal and low. In normal staining, 20 µl of
PI stock had been added to 2 mL of sample equiva-
lent to a final concentration of 5 µg/mL. For low
staining procedure, we have diluted the PI stock
solution 1:100 in distilled water and added 20 µL of
this dilute PI to each sample.This resulted in a final
concentration of 0.05 µg PI/mL. Tubes are main-
tained in the dark at room temperature for 5 min.
Samples have been observed by a fluorescence
microscope and analyzed by flow cytometry directly
in the staining solution.

Triple staining with HO-PI-AnnexFITC
Samples already stained with HO in saturating

mode are processed according to a standard proto-
col for Annexin V labelling. Samples are centrifuged
and re-suspended in 2 mL binding buffer (included in
the kit) containing 5 µg/mL HO and stored in the
dark at room temperature for 5 min. After addition
of 3 µl of AnnexFITC solution to each sample, the
sample was gently shaken. Twenty µL of dilute PI
solution (as described for PI low concentration) was
added.The sample was allowed to stand for 10 min
at room temperature in the dark. Samples were used
for fluorescence microscopy as well as for flow
cytometry without any washing procedure.
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Figure 1. Fluorescence pictures of DHD cells treated according to various staining protocols (A-F). Cell samples obtained by a proper
mix of an aliquot of adherent cells (prevalently live and healthy) harvested from the culture flask and the cells recovered by centrifu-
gation of the supernatant (prevalently damaged necrotic-apoptotic) of the same flask. All cell samples have been stained in suspen-
sion, spun down and deposited onto glass slides. Observations and pictures have been taken without any washing and without addi-
tion of anti-fading agents. A) Staining with HO alone under non saturating condition. Live and healthy cells are faintly blue stained,
while the damaged/apoptotic are more bluish-white. B) Phase contrast-fluorescence of a sample enriched with dead cells. A large
number of morphologically altered cells representing various steps of apoptosis and/or necrosis is evident. Same staining protocol as
previous figure. C) Double staining with HO under non saturating condition and various concentrations of PI (5 and 1 µg/mL from left
to right). Sample allows seeing slightly damaged cells only stained by HO (from faint to bright blue) while those more severely dam-
aged (with membrane permeable also to PI) emit pink to red fluorescence, depending on the ratio of HO/PI in their chromatin. The flu-
orescence emission is strongly altered by the energy transfer from HO to PI. (See discussion for further details). D) Double staining
with HO under saturating condition and low concentration of PI. Sample shows majority of nuclei fluorescent brilliant blue (emission
intensity stoichiometrically related to the DNA content). Few damaged cells show whitish-pink nuclei stained by both dyes. E) Phase
contrast-fluorescence of AnnexFITC stained cells. Unstained live cells together with various degree of damaged cells labelled with
light as well as bright green fluorescence are evident. Higher magnification (right) shows the green fluorescence located on the cell
membrane. F) Double staining with AnnexFITC and PI. Phase contrast-fluorescence shows a very detailed picture of live-dead cells
from completely unstained to various degree of single as well as double labelling. It is possible to note very early apoptotic figures
green labelled as well as necrotic cells or isolated nuclei only red labelled by PI.

 



Results

HO staining, non saturating mode
Cell suspension stained by HO (1 µg/mL) at room

temperature observed under UV excitation show a
heterogeneously stained nuclei: the majority are
faint blue while some appear brighter.The colour of
the emission is also changed: the less intense are
bluish, while the brighter ones turn white/yellow
(Figure 1A). These differences are more evident
when the cell suspension is obtained after trypsin
treatment of DHD as compared to CEM cell line.
When the cells recovered from the supernatant are
stained separately the majority of nuclei (other than
those diagnosed evidently damaged by their mor-
phology) are white/yellow and very few cells show a
faint blue fluorescence (Figure 1B). Flow cytometry
of these samples (single UV excitation) analysed as
single emission above 420 nm show a very heteroge-
neous distribution of fluorescence intensity. When
fluorescence is split into two bands (“blue” 420-500
nm and “red” above 500 nm) generates a correlat-
ed plot, where two sub-populations become evident
being the more fluorescent moved up (Figure 2 left
bottom). Counter-staining with PI (5 µg/mL) turns

the white/yellow nuclei to pink, while the faint blue
remained unchanged (Figure 1C).

HO staining, saturating mode
Cell suspension incubated with HO (5 µg/mL) at

40°C observed by fluorescence microscopy, under UV
excitation appears homogeneously stained (Figure 2
right upper). All nuclei exhibit a white/blue fluores-
cence very likely depending on their DNA content. No
significant differences are noted according to the
type of cell culture. Flow cytometry of the same sam-
ples allows obtaining a strict correlation between flu-
orescence intensity and DNA amount. The DNA his-
togram (Figure 2 right below) clearly represents the
exponentially cycling profile of the culture. The cor-
related plot of the two fluorescence bands also show
a linear increase of both signals without any appar-
ent sub-population. Counter-staining of the samples
with PI showed part of the nuclei changing fluores-
cence emission from white/blue to pink due to the
interference of the red emission of PI (Figure 1D).
Flow cytometry of double stained sample identify the
sub-population of PI stained cells. These moved to
the left in both single parameter DNA histogram as
well as in the dual parameter plot (Figure  3).
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Figure 2. DHD cells stained with HO under non saturating mode (left) and under saturating staining condi-
tion (right). Different dye uptake is evident under UV excitation. Live and healthy cells appearing faint blue
and the damaged (apoptotic and/or necrotic) appearing brighter and bluish white (left). By increasing the
staining temperature and dye concentration a condition of saturation is reached and all nuclei become
brightly fluorescent. The corresponding flow cytometry data plots are reported below. The DNA histogram
obtained by HO staining under saturating condition (right) displays the proliferative profile of the culture.
The dual parameter (red-vertical vs blue-horizontal) correlated analysis (left) of cells stained under non sat-
urating condition allow differentiating a brighter sub-population (shifted to the red axis) corresponding to
the damaged cells.



AnnexFITC labelling
Cell suspension treated with the standard protocol

for single AnnexFITC staining observed by fluores-
cence microscope under blue excitation showed some
brilliant green cells. Microscopic observation under
phase contrast/fluorescence (Figure 1E) showed
that a large part of cells remained unlabelled. Flow
cytometry performed by single laser excitation at
488 nm allowed discriminating and counting the
AnnexFITC-positive cells from the negative ones.
Counter-staining with PI allowed separation of the
cell population into unlabelled, green labelled, red
labelled and double labelled with both dyes (Figure
1F). Flow cytometry in dual parameter (green, red)
plot allows counting of the three cell fractions sepa-
rately (Figure 4).

Triple staining with HO-PI-AnnexFITC
Cell suspensions already stained with HO in satu-

rating mode and counter-stained with double
AnnexFITC/PI protocol under microscope UV exci-
tation show majority of the nuclei white/blue and a
few white/pink (Figure 6-upper). The same field,
when excited by blue light shows pink nuclei turned
to red and some of these cells are also labelled by
AnnexFITC (Figure 6 below).Very few cells are only
green labelled.

Flow cytometry performed by dual UV/blue exci-
tation allows the optimal stimulation of all the three
fluorochromes involved. This approach allowed the
possibility to perform correlated analysis of the three
fluorescent signals acquired. In particular, the dual
parameter plot of blue against red fluorescence
allows to identify a red-labelled sub-population
moved up the unlabelled one. This latter is clearly
distributed according to the DNA histogram profile
of the original cell culture. Plotting the blue against
the green fluorescence, it is possible to identify the
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Figure 3. CEM cells double stained by HO under saturating con-
dition and PI at three different concentrations: 5 µg/mL
(upper), 1 µg/mL (middle) 0.5 µg/mL (lower). Left panels
report the dual parameter correlated analyses of red (PI) fluo-
rescence (vertical axis) versus blue (HO) fluorescence (hori-
zontal axis). Right panels report the corresponding DNA his-
togram derived by the blue fluorescence. At the highest PI con-
centration (upper row) the double-labelled HO/PI sub-popula-
tion is evidently shifted to the left due to the energy transfer
effect from HO to PI. This effect is progressively reduced (mid-
dle and lower rows) when PI concentration is lowered to 0.5
µg/mL.

Figure 4. CEM cells sequentially stained with HO under satu-
rating condition, AnnexFITC and PI followed by dual excitation
flow cytometry. Acquired events are gated (R1) on the basis of
scatter signals (SSC-FSC) as reported in the panel A left. By
correlated analyses of green (AnnexFITC) and red (PI) signals
generated by the laser excitation, live unlabelled cells (L) are
distinguished from the labelled damaged ones (d1-d2). The cor-
responding DNA profile of the total cell population analysed is
reported A-right. Data reported on rows B and C respectively
refer to the red and to the green-labelled cell subpopulations.
Middle panels report the distribution of red (B) and green (C)
signals allowing differentiation of the respective positive/label-
led cell fractions (right peaks) over the unlabelled ones (left
peaks). Left panels report the correlated blue (HO) fluores-
cence versus red (PI) (B) and versus green (AnnexFITC) (C). R2
region represents the gated areas corresponding to the specif-
ic labelled subpopulations that generate the corresponding DNA
profiles reported in B- and C-right.



FITC-labelled cells distributed along the DNA his-
togram generated by the HO signal (Figure 4).

Low PI concentration 
Similar experiments were performed with PI

counter-staining at concentrations down to the limit
of the sensitivity of the flow cytometer (0.05
µg/mL). This allowed minimizing the spectral inter-
action between HO and PI. At this very low concen-
tration of PI, the red fluorescence emitted by the
nuclei resulted very weak. The argon ion laser (488
nm) of the flow cytometer, however, is able to excite
the dye more efficiently.This allowed the red signals
to be easily measured (Figure  5).The dual parame-
ter plot of blue against red fluorescence allows the
identification of red-labelled cell population, located
in the upper part of the dot plot.We are able to show
that this sub-population is now aligned with the cor-
responding unlabelled ones.

Discussion
Apoptosis can be studied by a large variety of

methodological approaches, including morphology
observed by fluorescence as well as by phase contrast
microscopy. Unfortunately, most of the morphologi-
cal changes (chromatin condensation, and margina-
tion, cell shrinkage, membrane blebbing and forma-
tion of apoptotic bodies) lack accurate features mak-

ing quantification difficult and imprecise. On the
other hand, flow cytometry had demonstrated, in this
last decade, to be the analytical tool of choice for this
kind of investigations (Darzynkiewicz et al., 1992;
Frey, 1995; Ormerod et al., 1993; Vermes et al.,
2000; Ormerod, 2002). A combination of visual
observation (under fluorescence microscope) fol-
lowed by flow measurement is a valid and unbeatable
approach allowing the best interpretation of the
results.This paper deals with development of a multi-
parametric approach based on flow cytometry with
parallel observations by fluorescence and phase con-
trast microscopy for method validation.

As a model we have employed two different cell
cultures, one grown in suspension (CEM) and the
other (DHD) as a monolayer. The latter had been
particularly useful as it offered the possibility to sep-
arately analyse both the supernatant cell fraction as
well as the adherent one. In order to increase the
number of apoptotic cells, the cells were cultured for
a pre-established time in the serum-deprived medi-
um. We have preliminary verified the presence of
apoptotic cells by means of the well established
methodology of AnnexFITC labelling (Figure 1E),
alone and in combination with PI (Figure 1F). From
these pictures the presence of a significant fraction
of apoptotic/necrotic cells in the culture becomes
evident. In the case of DHD cells, we had been able
to analyse separately the cell fraction recovered
from the culture medium.These cells are prevalently
dead with various degrees of morphological alter-
ations from slightly damaged cell membranes to
nude nuclei. Many typical figures of apoptosis like
fragmented nuclei and characteristic apoptotic bod-
ies are evident.

The capacity of HO to depict the different mor-
phological and functional conditions of a cell is real-
ly very impressive. In particular, the metachromatic
behaviour (Ellwart et al., 1990) of this fluo-
rochrome allows differentiating light blue from
white-yellow respectively as low- and high- concen-
tration of the dye in the stained chromatin structure.
HO penetrates into the living cells but is partially
actively pumped out resulting in a faintly stained
nucleus. On the contrary, cells with a damaged mem-
brane cannot benefit of the pumping-out process.
Thus the result is a more intense chromatin staining.
In this case the corresponding fluorescence emission
is bluish-white as compared to faint blue of the pre-
vious one (Figure 1 A, B).

Cells harvested from the monolayer are (immedi-
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Figure 5. By the correlated dual parameter blue versus red flu-
orescence (upper left panel) three regions R1, R2 and R3 are
defined representing respectively total acquired cells, red-PI-
labelled and un-labelled cells. Same sample and measurement
setting as reported in Figure 4. The corresponding DNA profiles
can be derived easily representing respectively the total R1
population (upper right), the R2 red- labelled- damaged sub-pop-
ulation (lower left) and the R3 unlabelled- live subpopulation
(lower right). Similar data should be drawn considering the
green instead of the red fluorescence. 



ately upon harvest) prevalently viable.We have tried
to identify them by HO as well as by PI (data not
shown) staining directly the adherent cells onto the
Petri dish surface. Observing (20X magnification)
the Petri dish surface under the fluorescence micro-
scope we have identified very few brilliant (dam-
aged) cells, prevalently at the margin of the growing
area and in several points of over-confluence.
Therefore we had been able to analyse separately the
two cell fractions as well as to prepare a mixture of
the two (coming from different pooled flasks) frac-
tions in order to set up an experimental “artificial
standard” cell suspension containing an high aliquot
of damaged cells.

CEM line had been less versatile for two reasons:
1) due to its culture mode (in suspension) it did not

allow the availability of separated aliquots of preva-
lently healthy and damaged cells; 2) depending on
the slight morphological differences associated to
the transition of live-dead in this cell model. For this
reason, microphotographs are exclusively referring
to DHD cells (Figures 1,2,6). The CEM cells had
been only dedicated to flow cytometry study (Figures
3,4,5).

For stoichiometric DNA staining, HO had been
added directly into the culture medium for 5 min at
40°C. Staining at 37°C had been reported (Crissman
et al., 1990) to be the most important step in order
to achieve acceptable coefficient of variation of the
DNA measurement.We have found, however, that the
DNA stainability (i.e. time and HO concentration) is
strongly dependent on the type of cell culture.
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Figure 6. Two examples (left and right) of triple stained (HO-AnnexFITC and PI) DHD cells. Pictures have been taken using the same
microscopic field first excited by blue light (lower panels) and then by UV (upper panels) to reduce photo bleaching of FITC-labelled
cells. Very detailed description of various levels of multi-labelling can be derived (by combined UV and blue images), corresponding to
different morphological and functional states of the cells. Intact live cells appear only HO- (blue) stained while damaged apoptotic
cells are also green labelled. Severely damaged, likely late apoptotic-necrotic cells, are multi-labelled depending upon their membranes
permeability to PI. Very peculiar is the behaviour of the arrow marked cells showing the nucleus already broken into several apoptot-
ic bodies. The cell membrane is strongly labelled by AnnexFITC but still maintains its non-permeability to PI.

 



Therefore, we had to establish the optimal staining
protocol to be applied in our experimental system.
We also found that the staining kinetic of viable cells
is strongly temperature-dependent. Increasing the
incubation temperature by a few degrees results in a
very rapid HO uptake and DNA saturation is
achieved within minutes. This in our system worked
as the best staining protocol that minimized cytotox-
icity and guaranteed stoichiometric staining.

Toxicity of the DNA probes is always a problem
and depends on the specific cell type (Erba et al.,
1988; Siemann et al, 1986). It is crucial to keep
toxicity as low as possible in case of “vital” staining.
Fortunately, HO toxicity in our experimental systems
becomes evident hours after exposure. As far as con-
centration is concerned, a range between 1 and 10
µg/mL medium had been tested using staining times
from 1 to 10 min. The best condition (5 µg/mL, 5’)
defined and later employed for the final multi-colour
staining seems to be a good compromise between
acceptable quality of DNA histogram and very limit-
ed number of damaged cells in the sample.The coef-
ficient of variation (CV) of the G0/1 peak was around
6%. This value is generally accepted for the cell
cycle phase analysis.

As far as the potential immediate damage induced
by HO staining is concerned, on both cell cultures, we
tested the percentage of AnnexFITC/PI-positive
cells before and after incubation with HO 5 µg/mL
for 5 min at 40°C.We did not observe variation high-
er than 10% of the original value thus concluding
that HO induced cell damage is negligible on the
overall handling of our cell samples.

It must be appreciated that adherent growing cells
must be re-suspended in a medium to be analysed by
flow cytometry. Harvesting/trypsinization mode is a
crucial step causing itself cell damage. Mild trypsin-
isation and gentle treatments allow keeping this
false damage factor down to 10-15%. Obviously,
cells growing in suspension are free of this draw-
back.

As far as the dual staining HO/PI is concerned, this
couple of dyes represents quite a peculiar model for
spectrofluorometric interactions. In the double
stained nuclei the dyes are bound in very close prox-
imity, so that when excited by UV the energy trans-
fer takes place from HO to PI, yielding a very evident
effect (clearly demonstrated in Figure 3). Briefly, the
energy captured by the HO molecules, instead of
being released as fluorescence emission, is trans-
ferred to a very close PI molecule.Thus under fluo-

rescence microscope we can see (in the double
labelled nuclei) a reduction of blue emission and a
corresponding enhancement of the red ones (Figure
1C). By flow cytometry the final effect of this inter-
action is clearly evident (Figure 3). The single HO
labelled nuclei contributes to create the normal
DNA histogram while the double HO/PI labelled
ones are located in the upper/left correlated dual
parameter plot.

As it has been reported by other authors (Bottiroli
et al., 1994), this interaction can be useful: i.e. for
the exclusion of dead cells from the remaining popu-
lation to be studied (as in the case of phenotype
assessment). In our case the final goals of the pro-
posed methodology are to enumerate the damaged
cells and to ascertain their location in the specific
cell cycle phases. Therefore it is fundamental to be
able to precisely evaluate the DNA content of both
intact live (HO) as well as damaged (HO-PI) cells
(Figure 5). In order to achieve this, we have tried to
reduce the dyes interaction as much as possible.
First, thanks to the dual excitation performed by the
instrument we used, each dye was excited by a prop-
er wavelength, thus providing excellent sensitivity.
Second, we have reduced, to the limit of instrumen-
tal detection, the PI concentration thus keeping the
energy transfer from HO to PI to a minimum. By
using this experimental setting we had been able to
obtain, on the same plot, the DNA distribution of the
surviving population as well as that of the apoptot-
ic/necrotic cells.The latter was further characterized
by the third fluorochrome, AnnexFITC.

Application of this analytical approach in studies
aimed to the evaluation of cytokinetic effects of new
chemotherapeutic agents would be very helpful.
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